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Thanks to its amazing features, the PT-3600 represents the
ultimate labeling and organizational solution.
More than just the ability to print laminated P-touch® labels to organize, identify and simplify, 
the PT-3600 also prints authentic Avery® mailing and filing labels. Now, one envelope can look 
as professional as a 1000 piece mass mailing! It’s as easy as switching cassettes and typing in your
label information on the notebook size keyboard. And both laminated P-touch® and Avery® labels
come in convenient cassettes, so switching from one to another is fast and easy. 

Indispensable everywhere! 

Unlike other products designed to specifically address office, commercial or industrial applications, the 
PT-3600 offers an array of features so comprehensive, it will work anywhere you need it to. For example,
the PT-3600 can create extra large labels (up to 11⁄2” wide), including bar code labels, to track the
company’s assets and field equipment, as well as address and file folder labels for shipping and filing. 

It provides essential features such as sequential printing, mirror image printing, text framing 
and multiple fonts and styles. It has a large LCD display and QWERTY notebook style keyboard 
for high-volume operation. With the PT-3600, you can use the automatic industrial-quality cutter,
with new half-cut technology, to create easy to peel individual or multiple labels on a press strip. 

Versatile by design. 

More than a stand-alone system, the PT-3600 can be connected to 
a computer via the USB interface. Now, virtually any graphics, 

signatures, logos, type fonts or image on your PC or Mac 
can be made into a label. 

Plus using the design software, you can create your 
own customized “templates” for specialized applications 

like identifying shelving, network equipment and 
asset management.

Labels that stand out anywhere and stand up 
to almost anything.

Because its labels are laminated, they’ll withstand
anything from temperature extremes to demanding
industrial and commercial environments — remaining
perfectly clear and legible.  Should your environment
(or labeling surface) be really challenging, you’ll be
happy to know that Brother offers a line of “industrial”

tapes providing up to two times the adhesion strength of
our standard laminated labels. 

Whatever – and wherever – your 
labeling need, the PT-3600 is your 

ideal organizational solution. 

Visitor Badges
Quickly scribbled visitor badges hardly project the image today’s business 
world demands. But by using the PT-3600, with a 360-dpi print head for 

large, laser-sharp text, you’ll improve more than your labels, 
you’ll also improve your company’s image. 

Large Labels For Presentations
You never get a second chance to make a first impression. By combining 
the variety of tape sizes (up to 11⁄2" wide), dozens of ink and label colors, 
superior text and graphic capabilities, you can make your presentations 
more professional and compelling.

Avery  Labels
These are authentic Avery® labels. They feature the same quality, the same 
rounded corners and the same easy to use peel-and-stick adhesive backing 
that you’ve been using for years. But now they can be made quickly and 
easily right from your P-touch® Electronic Labeling System… one at a time... 
so one envelope will look as good as a mass mailing.

Lunch Special Labels
Now the labels can be as appetizing as the food. But that’s 
just for starters. Because these labels can survive temperature 
changes from below zero to above a hundred degrees, they’re 
ideal for creating food handling instructions, nutrition labels 
or identifying frozen and refrigerated food containers. 

Shelf Identification Labels
What good is having a part if you can’t find it? Problem
solved. The PT-3600s large, multi-colored labels, will 
help you organize and identify every shelf or bin 
so you’ll be able to see and find everything fast. 
You can even create labels with photos or graphic 
images, plus bar codes for easier identification.

Laboratory Safety Labels
If you want to always know exactly what’s inside a reagent, poison or biohazard
bottle, then it better have a P-touch® label. They’re resistant to scratching, fading,
chemicals, dust, grease and moisture. That means they’ll remain legible — and 
your facility will remain safe. 

Bar Code Tracking Labels
Keep track of your company’s assets and field equipment. These tapes 
can be created by keying them in or loading them from a database 
file, simply by connecting to a computer’s USB port. And with 
sequential printing on an easy to peel label strip, they can be 
stored until ready to use. 
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360 dpi HIGH 
RESOLUTION PRINTING
■  Crisp text in all fonts
■  Prints graphics, logos, or 

clip art from your computer 
■  Better bar code quality for

reliable scans
■  Prints large characters on

tape up to 11⁄2” wide.

ERGONOMIC
NOTEBOOK SIZE
QWERTY KEYBOARD
■  Familiar "touch" typing 

for quick and accurate
text input

■  Fewer mistakes compared
to hunt and peck rubber keys

DUAL OPERATION SYSTEM
■  Operates alone or connects to 

a PC or Mac
■  20 characters x 3 line LCD display
■  Print from a database file by

connecting to the computer’s
USB port

INDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH
TAPE CUTTER
■  A perfect cut every

time
■  Cuts labels one at 

a time or on a strip…
even unattended

■  Half cutter feature
for “easy to peel
labels”

TWO LABEL TYPES
■  Prints genuine Avery®

mailing and filing
labels one at a time

■  Rounded corners,
easy handling, 
perfect size

■  Also print on 
laminated TZ tapes

■  Convenient Avery®
and Brother® TZ 
templates

■  Easy-change tape
cassettes
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C O M PAT I B L EFeatures

■ Prints durable laminated labels
■ Prints Avery® address, return address and file folder labels
■ Uses TZ tape cartridges in sizes up to 11⁄2" wide and 

co-branded AV labels…just switch cassettes
■ Save and recall frequently used label designs, including 

mailing addresses
■ Make industry standard bar code labels (stand-alone or 
from a computer)

Software Features (stand-alone mode)
■ Prints in 10 popular fonts, 10 styles and 25 useful sizes
■ Prints up to 16 lines 
■ Text underlining and framing
■ Insert and overwrite modes
■ Built-in characters and symbols
■ Auto sequencing and repeat printing

Hardware Features
■ QWERTY keyboard
■ LCD display: 20 characters x 3 lines
■ Automatic tape cutter creates “easy to peel” labels
■ Prints vertically and horizontally
■ Mirror printing
■ Auto power off
■ 360 dpi printing

PC Mode Features
■ Connects to computer for greater versatility
■ Prints TrueType fonts
■ Use Design Software to import graphics in many formats
■ USB interface makes connection to a computer simple 

and convenient 

Includes
■ TZ Tape (TZ251) - 1" Black on White laminated tape
■ Avery® Address Labels – AV-2067 cassette (65 labels)
■ USB Interface Cable
■ CD-ROM with label design software, label templates and drivers
■ User manual
■ AC Adapter

Specifications
■ Powered by AC Adapter (AD-9000)
■ One year limited warranty
■ Unit Dimensions: 9.3" x 4.1" x 11.9"
■ Unit Weight is 4.4 lbs. 
■ UPC Code: 012502602804

For more information about P-touch® products and tapes,
visit www.brother.com, or call the Brother Fax-Back
System at 1-800-521-2846 (USA), 1-800-681-9838
(Canada) or 1-877-4PTOUCH (1-877-478-6824) 

© 2002 Brother International Corporation, 
100 Somerset Corporate Blvd. Bridgewater, NJ 08807

All rights reserved. Avery® and all Avery® trademarks are
property of Avery Dennison Corporation. All trademarks and
registered trademarks referenced herein are the property of
their respective companies. 

Specifications subject to change without notice. Printed in USA.

Minimum system requirements
Windows® 2000/Me/98/98 SE/XP
■ USB Interface Port
■ 20MB available hard disk space (up to 

100MB for printing)
■ 64MB minimum RAM memory
Macintosh® OS 8.6 or later (currently not
compatible with OS10.2)
■ USB Interface Port
■ 20MB available hard disk space (up to 

100MB for printing)
■ 32MB minimum RAM memory
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